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Chapter 2

Programming practice
2.1 Tribeflame
In order to learn something about programming, we need to take a
look at a programming process. In Chapter 3 (Programming theories), we will study the models of programming processes that are
already found in the literature. But any model of programming processes must necessarily be an idealisation, to some degree; and while
we are interested in ﬁnding out the ways in which these idealisations
are useful, we cannot begin with the models. We have to start from
the concrete, real work processes that the models represent.
Therefore in this chapter, we will study the work process of the
company Tribeﬂame in Turku, South-western Finland, during four
weeks in August and September 2011.1 Tribeﬂame is a small company
1 I spent a total of 17 workdays in the period 15th August – 9th September 2011
observing the work at Tribeﬂame. I would normally be in the oﬃce with a notebook whenever the developers were present. Occasionally I talked to them about
their work. I also interviewed all of the developers formally, and had two of the
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Figure 2.1 – The office of Tribeflame with some of the developers’ desks.
September 2011.

that makes computer games for tablet computers, primarily Apple’s
iPad. At the time of the study period, Tribeﬂame had completed six
games. Over the course of the study, the company worked on developing three diﬀerent games, though most of the time was spent on
one of these. At the time, Tribeﬂame consisted of the two founders,
two programmers, and two graphic artists, though out of the six one
worked part time, and one was only employed for the summer.
Is the development process used by Tribeﬂame typical? There is

programmers explain their source code to me. See the list of source material, page
245. The interested reader can ﬁnd more information about my observation method
as well as an explanation of its theoretical background in an article I wrote during
my research – see Suenson 2013.
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no reason to doubt that it is a typical small game company.1 However,
we are not really interested in the question of whether Tribeﬂame’s
process is typical of programming in general: any real process will
have its own peculiarities and in this sense be atypical. We are looking for some cultural traits and constraints on the possible forms computer programming can take, and for this purpose Tribeﬂame serves
very well as an example. In Chapter 5 (Safety critical programming),
we will take a look at some very diﬀerent development processes.

2.2 The development team
Björn and Andreas2 are the founders and owners of Tribeﬂame. They
became friends in university and started Tribeﬂame together after
having worked as employees for other companies for ﬁve or six years
after graduation. Björn acts as the company’s Chief Executive Oﬃcer
(CEO), and takes care of most of the administrative side of running
the business. The largest part of his work, however, is to do the game
level design for Tribeﬂame’s games. That means thinking up the puzzles that the player has to solve when playing the games. Björn has
the ﬁnal say regarding how the games look and work. Andreas acts
as the Chief Technological Oﬃcer (CTO): he works mainly as a programmer, and has the ﬁnal say in technical decisions.
Mickie is employed full time as a programmer. Before Tribeﬂame,
he worked as an employee elsewhere in the IT industry. Björn, Andreas, and Mickie all have technical IT degrees from the same Finnish
1 In 2010, 4473 out of 4981 Finnish software companies had 9 or fewer people
working in them. In 2011, 3% of Finnish software companies (around 150) were in
the game industry. Rönkkö & Peltonen 2012.
2 The names of the owners and employees of Tribeﬂame have been changed to
protect their privacy. The name of the company is the real name.
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university.1
Matti is employed as a full time graphic artist in Tribeﬂame, responsible for producing almost all the graphics for the games. Fredrik,
a programmer, is ﬁnishing his education at the university while working part time; he is about to start his own company in an unrelated
business, which means that he is slowly ending his time with Tribeﬂame. Kati is a graphic artist who was employed for the summer to
replace Matti while he was on vacation.
Tribeﬂame mostly works as a team of individuals with specialized
competences. The graphic artists Matti and Kati do not have the skills
to do what the programmers, Andreas, Mickie, and Fredrik, are doing,
and vice versa. Decisions about running the business are taken jointly
by Björn and Andreas and do not involve the employees. Besides the
administrative decisions, Björn and Andreas share the formal decision
competence, with Björn being in charge of product decisions and Andreas in charge of strategic technical decisions. However, most of the
decisions regarding the products (the games) are arrived at in a common process of discussion and decision that involves everyone in the
company.

2.3 The rhythm of work
The work at Tribeﬂame has a certain rhythm. Most of the work takes
place in the company’s oﬃce, a single room in an oﬃce building next
to the university’s IT facility in Turku (see Figure 2.1). At times, everyone is focused on their own tasks: the room is silent except for the
clicking of mice and the tapping of keyboards, and the concentration

1

Åbo Akademi, the Swedish language university in Finland.
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is almost palpable.1 At other times the room is alive with laughter and
jokes – people constantly interrupt each other and show each other
games and graphics on their screens. On frequent occasions, everyone leaves their desks and gathers together around the table in the
centre of the room in order to have a meeting.
In Figure 2.2 we see the three main activities that are usually carried out alone, and how often they happen. Coding refers to the part
of programming that is actually entering the programming code on
the computer, as opposed to planning and talking about it. This task
is done by the programmers. Graphics and animation refers to drawing the pictures and animations used in the games, and this is done
by the graphic artists. Level design refers to thinking up the puzzles
the player has to solve and entering them into the game in a suitable
form. This task is done by Björn, the CEO.
We can see that these tasks are very frequent. Coding and graphics
work happens every day; game level design happens whenever Björn
is free from more important duties, though still quite frequently. These
are the tasks that directly contribute to the games, so it is not surprising that they occur so often.
However, equally important as the time spent working alone is the
interaction within the company. Figure 2.3 shows the occurrence of
team meetings, which happen almost as frequently as the activities
that contribute directly to the games. Occasionally the meetings are
short but commonly last for an hour or two. On Fridays the meetings
sometimes take up most of the day. During the ﬁnal two weeks of
the observation period, Björn instituted a daily meeting. Note that
1 Robert Willim describes a similar atmosphere in the Swedish IT company
Framfab: “As mentioned, a quiet sense of being busy prevailed in the Ideon oﬃce.
The mood of relative ease was partly due to much of the awareness being focused
on the interface to the technology. The employees’ concentration and focus was on
what Steven Johnson (1997) calls the data rhythm. From this arises a contemplative concentration, trained inwards and at the same time connected to technology.”
Willim 2002 p. 84.
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Figure 2.2 – Frequency of tasks at Tribeflame during the observation period.
The axis represents days. The boxes indicate that the activity occurred on that
day, the crosses indicate missing observation data.
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Figure 2.3 – Frequency of team meetings within Tribeflame. The axis represents days. The boxes indicate that the activity occurred on that day; the
crosses indicate missing observation data.

Figure 2.3 shows only internal meetings in the company – Björn and
Andreas also have meetings with external contacts.
This means that the work within Tribeﬂame is forever rhythmically
shifting between working more or less individually on tasks, and coming together to discuss the tasks. If viewed from above, the work in
Tribeﬂame looks like the schematic drawing in Figure 2.4: the developers move from their desks at the periphery of the room to the meeting table in the centre; then they move back away from the centre to
the periphery, and so on and so forth.
The meetings at the central table are not the only form of exchange
between the developers. As shown in Figure 2.5, interaction is just as
frequent in the form of discussions, informal chat, banter, evaluation
of each others’ work, or working together on solving tasks. Schematically, the drawings of Figure 2.4 have to be complemented by the one
in Figure 2.6, which shows the interaction that takes place between
the developers when they are not in meetings.
The time spent on interaction is signiﬁcant. As an example, Figure
2.7 shows the work interaction of Andreas on an ordinary Wednesday.1
1 This particular day was chosen as an example in an attempt to ﬁnd a typical
work day: although it should be noted that all the observed days had some atypical
features.
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Figure 2.4 – The work at Tribeflame shifts from the individual desks in the
periphery of the room to the meeting table in the centre (left); then it shifts
back again to the periphery (right). This process goes on continually.

On this day, everyone spent more than half their time working with
others. Over a third of the time was spent with everyone in a meeting
around the central table (four people were at work during this week).
Around a ﬁfth of the time was spent in interactions in smaller groups,
discussing and chatting.
As we see from Figure 2.7, there are two main blocks of time spent
alone: one in the morning and one after lunch, beginning at around
220 minutes. Each of these blocks are followed by a meeting period
involving everyone. Other types of interaction are spread throughout
the day. Thus we see both the rhythmic movement between centre
and periphery, which is illustrated in Figure 2.4, and the individual
interactions shown in Figure 2.6.
The lesson of this is that the Tribeﬂame work process is not only
a coordinated eﬀort between specialized individuals – it is also an intensely social and communicative process in which common discussions are central. The function of the discussions is to build understanding in the company. Decisions are then made on the basis of this
common understanding, which is constantly evolving and corrected
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Figure 2.5 – Frequency of discussions, work-related chats, and working together on tasks. The axis represents days. The boxes indicate that the activity
occurred on that day; the crosses indicate missing observation data.

Figure 2.6 – The developers also interact frequently outside of meetings.

by the developers. Though the developers have specialized roles, they
all contribute to the common direction of the company’s games, and
it is important that they are all heard. For example, though Kati is
a temporary employee she is expected, even on her last work day, to
participate in the development meeting and contribute her opinions,1
regardless of the fact that she will not be involved in the development
process anymore.
The focus on common understanding and consensus-building discussions means that an authoritative decision is rarely made. For ex1 Field

diary, Friday September 2nd 2011, 11:00–12:24.
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Figure 2.7 – Work interaction for Andreas, Wednesday 7th September 2011,
9:00–15:00. When the number of persons is one it means that he is working
alone; when it is greater than one that he is working together with others. The
number of persons at work this week was four, so the high points in the graph
indicate the whole company working together.

ample, after a lengthy discussion between the developers about where
on the screen the game menu should be placed, Björn ﬁnally takes a
decision because agreement cannot be reached: “In the end I decide
that it will be moved to the right. Sorry guys.” 1 Though Björn clearly
has the authority to make the decision, and it is socially acceptable for
him to do so, the fact that he feels the need to give an apology shows
that this is not the normal way of reaching a decision in the company.
The focus on understanding also means that the kind of communication that could be called “information sharing” is relatively infrequent: if we understand information sharing to be a process whereby
one person gives some information to another person, who mainly listens and can ask clarifying questions. As can be seen in Figure 2.8,
information sharing is much less frequent than the more collabora1 Field

diary, Thursday 8th September 2011, 16:15.
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Figure 2.8 – The relative infrequency of information sharing. Information
sharing is when one person provides the information and the other merely
listens and can ask clarifying questions. The axis represents days. The boxes
indicate that the activity occurred on that day, the crosses indicate missing
observation data.

tive meetings and discussions shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.5. That the
communication patterns in Tribeﬂame are characterized more by discussions than by information sharing is somewhat paralleled by the
decision process, which can better be described as “decision reaching”
than as “decision making”. The term “decision reaching” emphasizes
that agreement and exchange plays a much larger role than in a process where decisions are simply made on the basis of the best available
information.

2.4 Playing and planning
Playing the games that are being developed is an important part of
the work process. For this, I use the term “playtest”. The developers
continually run the game to see how some detail has turned out, but
this is not what is meant by playtest. Rather, it is playing the game for
a longer period to see how it works as a whole and how much fun it is.
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Figure 2.9 – Frequency of playtest by the developers themselves (top), and
by persons outside Tribeflame (bottom). The axis represents days. The boxes
indicate that the activity occurred on that day; the crosses indicate missing
observation data.

In this sense, there are two kinds of playtest: one when the developers
themselves play their game, and another (“external playtest”) when
they get someone from outside the company to play it and talk about
their experience.
Figure 2.9 shows the frequency of internal and external playtest.
It indicates that the developers do not start to perform playtests until
near to the ﬁnal week of the observation period. At this time, however,
playtests become a nearly daily occurrence, and the tests have a large
inﬂuence on the discussion topics and meetings in the company. For
the external tests, the developers ask colleagues in the game industry,
colleagues in other branches of industry, relatives, spouses, and even
me – almost everyone with whom they come into contact and can
persuade to try the game.
Besides playing their own games, the developers also frequently
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Figure 2.10 – Frequency of playing other companies’ games during work
hours. The axis represents days. The boxes indicate that the activity occurred
on that day; the crosses indicate missing observation data.

play other companies’ games and talk about them. Figure 2.10 shows
the frequency of playing other games during working hours. Since the
company was only observed during work hours, there is no data on
how often other companies’ games are played outside work hours; but
this clearly happens as it frequently features as a topic of conversation.
Planning in Tribeﬂame is neither very systematic nor very long
term. There is a general idea about where the game is headed, but
this is rarely written down or captured in a form other than concept
sketches or similar. Tasks are usually planned one week ahead at the
Friday meeting; they are written on a ﬂip-chart or whiteboard and
crossed out during the week as they are completed. New tasks that are
discovered during the week are added to the whiteboard immediately.
The tasks are frequently discussed during the course of the work. On
an individual level, the developers sometimes write “to-do lists” for
themselves on a piece of paper.
A humorous illustration of the ad hoc approach to planning in
Tribeﬂame comes when Björn has diﬃculty wiping the whiteboard
clean of old scribblings before a meeting. Instead of going in search
of some spirit meant for cleaning he uses a small bottle of Minttu
(Finnish mint liqueur) that happens to be standing around in the
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oﬃce, exclaiming: “whatever”.1 Though the gesture does not strictly
have anything to do with the planning process, it illustrates very well
the mindset in Tribeﬂame towards planning: do whatever works.
From a business perspective, the goal of Tribeﬂame is to produce
games that can be sold and generate enough proﬁt to sustain the development. This, however, does not explain what it is that makes it
possible to sell a game, or how to make one. Mickie explains that
“the code is just a means to reach a goal”.2 The game customers do
not care about Tribeﬂame’s business goal: they have their own goal,
which is to have fun.
Consequently, many of the discussions at Tribeﬂame revolve around whether the games are fun and what it means for a game to
be fun – both their own games and those developed by other companies. The developers are conscious that what they are doing is a form
of entertainment. When giving a presentation about the company,
Björn says that “entertainment is the constant in the company.” 3 Andreas justiﬁes charging money for the games by comparing them to
other forms of entertainment: “it’s a form of entertainment, it’s fair to
pay for games. People pay ten euro for two beers at a café” 4 – meaning
that the entertainment value justiﬁes charging more than the production costs.

1 Field

diary, Friday 2nd September 2011, 11:11.
diary, Thursday 1st September 2011, 13:00.
3 Presentation of Tribeﬂame at Åbo Akademi, Tuesday 4th December 2011.
4 Field diary, Wednesday 7th September 2011, 13:50.
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Chapter 4

Game programming
4.1 Analysis with programming theories
In Chapter 2 (Programming practice), we discussed the work process of Tribeﬂame, a small computer game company of six people
in Turku, South-western Finland. In Chapter 3 (Programming theories) the most important theories of programming were explained. In
this section, we will apply the mainstream theories of programming
to Tribeﬂame’s process in order to see how well they are suited to analysis of a concrete programming process. The purpose of this is not
to indicate where the mainstream theories are wrong, but to investigate whether they work as general programming theories. If they are
truly general programming theories, they should be able to explain a
viable commercial process as provided by the Tribeﬂame example. If
they are not, science demands that we explain to what situations the
theories are suited, and what their limitations are.
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Figure 4.1 – Frequency of bug fixing, a part of testing. The axis represents
days. The boxes indicate that the activity occurred on that day; the crosses
indicate missing observation data.

4.1.1 Software engineering

Looking at the Tribeﬂame process, we see a distinct lack of the clearlyseparated phases that are the basis of software engineering theories.
The phases that are common to nearly all theories are speciﬁcation,
architecture (or high level design), design, coding, and test. Of these,
the speciﬁcation, architecture, and design activities at Tribeﬂame are
carried out during the meetings, shown in Figure 2.3 (page 37), and
during the constant discussions and interactions outside meetings,
shown in Figure 2.5 (page 39). As indicated, the activities are spread
out over the duration of the process.
The same is the case with coding, as can be seen in Figure 2.2 (page
36). Testing comprises several activities. According to traditional software engineering, bug ﬁxing (error ﬁxing) can be considered a part
of testing. Bug ﬁxing at Tribeﬂame is shown in Figure 4.1. Playtests
and external playtests, shown in Figure 2.9 (page 42), also function
as forms of testing. As we can see, testing occurs throughout the observation period except for the ﬁrst week, and testing is concurrent
with the speciﬁcation, design and coding activities.
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Even though the observation period covers but a small fraction
of the development of a complete product, we ﬁnd the activities of
all of the phases of traditional software engineering represented within it. Moreover, the activities do not occur in an orderly, separated
fashion, so we cannot interpret the development process as consisting of smaller iterations, each containing a complete set of phases, as
advocated by some software engineering theories.
The conclusion is that the activities described by the software engineering phases all occur in Tribeﬂame’s process, but the idea of separating the activities into distinct phases does not help to explain what
is happening in the process.
Corresponding to the lack of separate phases is a lack of transition
criteria. In software engineering, transition criteria between phases
are normally the completion of a document, work product, or artefact.
In Tribeﬂame’s work, there are remarkably few documents, and they
do not play a central role. A few concept sketches and similar are
important, and these are lying around in the oﬃce. But they are not
kept up to date, and they are seldom referred to.
Most of the knowledge is transmitted orally or in the game itself.
The source code of the game can conceivably be thought of as a work
product, but it does not function as a transition point since it is constantly evolving and never reaches a ﬁnished state that is signed oﬀ.
As we saw in Section 3.1 (Software engineering), the main concerns
of software engineering are planning, documenting, and evaluating.
We can recall from Chapter 2 (Programming practice) that in Tribeﬂame planning is done in an impromptu way on temporary ﬂip-charts
and whiteboards – far from the systematic planning and milestoneoriented methods promoted by software engineering, such as PERT
and Gantt charts.
Regarding documentation, Tribeﬂame produces almost none. The
knowledge is kept in the developers’ memories, in the evolving source
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Figure 4.2 – Frequency of evaluation sessions. The axis represents days. The
boxes indicate that the activity occurred on that day; the crosses indicate missing observation data.

code, and occasionally concretized in a few concept sketches.
Whereas planning (in a software engineering sense) and documentation are not major aspects of Tribeﬂame’s work, evaluation is prominent. This is often a signiﬁcant feature of meetings at Tribeﬂame, as
indicated in Figure 2.3 (page 37). In addition, distinct evaluation sessions sometimes take place, shown in Figure 4.2. Thus, of the three
major concerns of software engineering, evaluating seems to be the
concept that is most useful for describing what is going on during the
process observed, but it only applies to a part of Tribeﬂame’s work.
As we saw in Figure 2.10 (page 43), playing other companies’ games
during work hours is a frequently-occurring activity. It is hard to characterize this important activity within the conceptual framework of
software engineering, as it clearly does not ﬁt into any of the categories of architecture, design, coding, or testing. It could perhaps be
perceived as a kind of research necessary for requirements speciﬁcation. However, speciﬁcation is supposed to be as complete as possible
before starting the design work, and this does not ﬁt well with the ongoing activity of game playing.
Some might say that it is unfair to try to analyse Tribeﬂame’s process with software engineering terms, as software engineering is speciﬁ-
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cally oriented toward large projects, and not small teams. Software
engineering theory is useful in the right circumstances. In Chapter 5
(Safety critical programming) we will consider examples of software
engineering theory being put to good use in practice. Nevertheless,
as we have seen above, traditional software engineering theory is inadequate for explaining this example of a small team development
process. Since 90 per cent of Finnish software companies are of a
similar small size, this is a real challenge to the explanatory power of
software engineering.1
From a research perspective, it is not necessarily a problem that
software engineering theory might only be applicable to a minority
of companies within the software industry.2 From a programming
perspective, however, this can have serious consequences. Most programmers learn about software engineering during their education,
but not so much about the limitations of software engineering. When
presented with a real software process, many will unconsciously perceive it in terms of the software engineering theories they have learned,
even when the process is not suited to software engineering analysis,
as is the case in Tribeﬂame’s example. Not being aware of the limitations of software engineering theory then has the unfortunate eﬀect
of making the programmer apply the wrong mental tool to his task.

4.1.2 Agile development
The diversity of Agile approaches makes it rather challenging to use
Agile concepts for analysing a concrete process, for it is not given
1 In

2010, 90% of Finnish software companies had 9 people or fewer. Rönkkö &
Peltonen 2012. See note 1 on page 33.
2 Though it is of course a serious problem if the limitations of the theory are not
clearly understood and presented.
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which of the Agile approaches should be used. It is immediately clear,
however, that on a practical level, Tribeﬂame’s process corresponds
only sporadically to Agile concepts.
To take one example: Tribeﬂame’s work corresponds to the Extreme Programming practice of placing all developers together in the
same room, simply because Tribeﬂame has only one oﬃce room available. But there is no correspondence to the practice that all program
code should be tested every day, as Tribeﬂame does not have an automated testing system in place, much less test cases for all of the code.
This, of course, stems from the nature of their product – it is nearly
impossible to design test cases that determine whether an interactive
computer game is “correct”. Likewise, the practice of programmers
coding together in pairs is not followed, as Tribeﬂame’s developers
spend much more time working alone than in pairs. There are more
practices in Extreme Programming, but it is clear that Tribeﬂame’s
process does not resemble Extreme Programming to a signiﬁcant extent.1
In another example, we can look at how well Tribeﬂame’s work
corresponds to the Scrum rules. The three important roles in Scrum
are the Product Owner, the ScrumMaster, and the Team. Tribeﬂame
has neither Product Owner nor ScrumMaster. The Team, understood
as everyone working in Tribeﬂame, is of course very important in
Tribeﬂame; but it is not exactly the same as the Scrum conception
of a Team. In Scrum, the Team has to be without internal hierarchy;
in Tribeﬂame, Björn and Andreas, as the owners, have the formal
decision-making authority, even if they seldom exercise their authority directly.
Those working at Tribeﬂame do not use the Scrum version of iterations (Sprints); they seldom explicitly prioritize their tasks, and they
1 There are 13 primary practices and 11 corollary practices in Extreme Programming. Beck & Andres 2004.
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do not commit to a speciﬁc workload each month. Sprint reviews
do not have an equivalent either, as there is rather little evaluation
of the work process itself. Only once during the observation period
did Tribeﬂame have a stand-up meeting that could be interpreted as
something akin to the daily Scrum meeting.
Whereas the concrete rules and practices of Agile development do
not correspond to Tribeﬂame’s process very well, the more abstract
concepts of Agile ﬁt much better. As an example, let us compare the
process to the Scrum principles: transparency, inspection and adaption.
Scrum demands that the process is so completely transparent that
it is visible at all times who is working on what, and that this is repeated verbally every day at the Scrum meeting. Tribeﬂame’s process
is not quite as transparent as that. However, since the developers sit so
close to each other and interact so frequently, they are generally well
informed about what the others are doing, and they do not hesitate
to ask each other what they are working on. Perhaps more importantly, the game they are developing is tested and played constantly,
so that everyone knows the current state of the product. This creates
a high level of transparency, since there are only a few aspects of the
product whose state cannot be assessed by playing the game: namely
integration with the distribution channel (Apple’s Game Center), and
cross-platform support.
Inspection is closely linked to transparency. Inspection in Tribeﬂame is also performed by playing the game, both by the developers themselves and by external persons. In addition, there are evaluations (Figure 4.2) and frequent discussions (Figure 2.5, page 39)
which often include aspects of inspection. That the company instituted daily meetings in the middle of the observation period gives
evidence that inspection of the work process itself also happens.
Adaption is very prominent in the work process. There are no de-
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tailed, long-term plans; rather, the planning is done as the game progresses from week to week. Features are constantly taken up for discussion at meetings, and whenever a feature in the game is complete it
is promptly evaluated in discussions and has an eﬀect on further development. As mentioned above, daily meetings are added halfway
through the observation; this shows that adaption is present at the
process level, as well as the product level.
Thus, the principles of Scrum correspond well to Tribeﬂame’s process. The common values of Agile development, as expressed in the
Agile manifesto, correspond partly to the process. We recall the Agile
values, shown in the manifesto reproduced in Figure 3.8 (page 67):
1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
2. Working software over comprehensive documentation.
3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.
4. Responding to change over following a plan.
Regarding the ﬁrst value, at Tribeﬂame, individuals and interactions
are clearly much more important than processes and tools, as processes are seldom referred to, and tools are only referred to when necessary. Regarding the second value, Tribeﬂame’s product is always
in the form of working software, and the company produces very little
documentation in general, and no documentation that can be called
comprehensive. Regarding the fourth value, the decision process at
Tribeﬂame is dynamic and adaptive rather than planned in advance.
The third value is not applicable to Tribeﬂame. The company produces for a mass market of anonymous players, so they do not collaborate with customers or with representatives of customers in the sense
that is meant in Agile development. Nor do they enter into contracts
or negotiate them with customers: they have investors, but their role
is not quite the same as that of a customer. This value therefore seems
to reﬂect an aspect of Agile development that is absent in Tribeﬂame.
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As we can see, many, but not all, of the values of Agile development correspond well to Tribeﬂame’s process. With one exception,
the Agile concepts are well suited, in contrast to the concepts used
by software engineering which, as we have seen, are in fundamental
conﬂict with Tribeﬂame’s way of working.
However, though Agile concepts are generally compatible with
Tribeﬂame’s process when used descriptively, they have serious deﬁciencies as analytical concepts. The reason for this is that even though
the Agile concepts are based on a philosophical ethical system, as described in Section 3.2.5 (Work ethics), the concepts themselves are
primarily part of a prescriptive system of software development. Agile
methodologies are possible approaches to productive software development, but they are not well suited to analysing processes that are
not Agile or intended to become Agile.
Thus, the Agile concepts oﬀer us no help in explaining the diﬀerences we see between Agile processes and Tribeﬂame’s process. For
example, Agile concepts cannot explain why the playing of other companies’ games is so important to Tribeﬂame. Agile thinking certainly
leaves room for this activity, but it oﬀers no guidance in determining
what its function is.
Another example is the absence of a customer or customer representative in Tribeﬂame’s process. The customer (represented in Scrum
by the Product Owner) is such a central part of Agile thinking that its
absence in Tribeﬂame’s process is something of a mystery from an
Agile perspective.

4.1.3 Computer science
As we saw in Section 3.3 (Computer science), mainstream computer
science perceives itself as a mix of applied mathematics and formal
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methods. During the observation period at Tribeﬂame, mathematics
was applied in only two cases, both of which had to do with how the
graphics should be moved around on the screen in the game, and used
mathematics of a high school level. There were no cases where formal
methods were applied, or could appropriately have been applied.
A common view of programming within computer science is that
a program consists of algorithms and data structures. The task of the
programmer is to divide the program into modules, then use the best
algorithms he can ﬁnd. Tribeﬂame, like any other software company,
needs to select algorithms for its programs. However, it is not a top
priority that the algorithms are the best possible – they merely have
to be good enough.
As an example: before developing one of their games, the developers were worried whether the main algorithm was too ineﬃcient to
run on an iPad. They quickly developed a simple prototype of the
algorithm and let it run with a few hundred objects, far more than
would typically used in a real computer game. When this test proved
successful, they proceeded with development without caring further
about the eﬃciency of the algorithm. No mathematical analysis or advanced methods were employed apart from this simple but eﬀective
practical test.
Another common computer science view of programs is to regard
them as computable functions. This means that there is some input
and a mathematical rule that transforms it into output. This view does
not correspond very well to the practice of Tribeﬂame either, for the
reason that it is unknown what form the input and output should take
for a computer game. If those working at Tribeﬂame spent their time
ﬁguring out how a game could be represented mathematically, they
would not have time actually to make the game.
As we have seen, in computer science there is a pronounced orientation towards the machine, and not towards the uses to which it is
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put. This perspective is not consistent with the practice of Tribeﬂame.
On one hand, the machine is central to the work, because without it
there could be no computer games at all, and the limitations of what
the people can do are dictated by the limitations of the machine. On
the other hand, though the limitations of the machine are certainly
present in everything they do, they are seldom discussed or addressed
directly. The discourse at Tribeﬂame normally focuses not on the machine itself, but on the experience of using the machine. This is not
a technical but a human discourse, and it takes place mostly in terms
of human imagination and emotions.
If we look at the computer science perception of the work process
involved in programming, we see that the correspondence with Tribeﬂame’s process is mixed. There is within computer science an emphasis on mathematical intellectual elegance in the work process. Since
mathematics plays no big role in Tribeﬂame’s work, this emphasis is
obviously lacking in their process. Computer science also emphasizes
the individual in the process, almost to the point of becoming personal. Neither does this emphasis resonate with Tribeﬂame’s process,
which is intensively social and cooperative.
On the other hand, computer science emphasizes that the details
of a problem only becomes understood through actual programming.
This corresponds well to Tribeﬂame’s process, which is essentially a
continuous cycle of discussing ideas and then trying them out in practice: that is, programming them. There is also Naur’s view, that programming is essentially a process of achieving a certain kind of insight. This corresponds well with the ongoing knowledge building in
Tribeﬂame, which we will examine in more detail in the next section.
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4.2 Hermeneutical analysis
4.2.1 Short introduction to hermeneutics

Hermeneutics is a theory both of how understanding takes place and
of what understanding is. In this section, some concepts from hermeneutics will be applied in an analysis of Tribeﬂame’s work process, in
order to interpret what the developers do and to understand better
why the work process takes the form that it does.
Figure 4.3 lists some key hermeneutical concepts that will be applied in the analysis, along with some very short explanations of the
concepts. The use of each concept and its more precise meaning will
become more clear in the analysis itself. The interested reader can
ﬁnd a more detailed explanation of hermeneutical theory in Chapter
9 (Understanding).

4.2.2 The work process

When we looked at Tribeﬂame’s process we noticed the rhythm inherent in the work. There is a continuous rhythmical shift between
working at the individual desks in the periphery of the room, and
coming together at the central table to have discussions. At the same
time, the rhythmical shift is between working with concentration and
alone, on one hand, and on the other hand talking, bantering, joking,
and interacting with others. The work that is mostly done alone at individual desks is speciﬁc tasks. Through the tasks the game is slowly
built. Each task amounts to doing something, trying something out,
and getting experience when it is seen if and how it works. In the
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Characteristics
Prejudice is a prerequisite for understanding – it can have
either a positive or negative inﬂuence.
These are the sources of reason that are recognized as
valid.
All understanding builds upon some kind of tradition,
and carries this tradition onwards itself while also
contributing to it.
This is the basis for authority. Since understanding is
done by persons, personal reverence is crucial.
This is the kind of factual understanding that is necessary
for understanding, but leaves relatively little room for
interpretation – for example to know the language of a
text one wishes to read.
In hermeneutical theory, understanding is productive and
existential. Brieﬂy put, this means that understanding has
consequences.
A concept that expresses the relationship between, for
example, part and whole, or between action and
reﬂection.
A concept that expresses the historical nature of
knowledge and understanding.
All interpretation and understanding is driven by some
kind of question.
One’s horizon of understanding is the amount of things
that are understandable given the present state of one’s
knowledge and prejudice. Phenomena beyond the
horizon of understanding appear meaningless.
Since understanding has consequences, it is crucial to
what end the understanding takes place. The intended
application of an eﬀort of understanding has an impact
on the understanding itself.

Figure 4.3 – Some hermeneutical concepts used in the analysis of Tribeflame’s
game development process.
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Meetings
Discussions, reflection

Tasks
Doing, experience

Figure 4.4 – The hermeneutical circle depicts the relationship between tasks
and meetings. Tasks are usually carried out alone and result in experience. In
meetings the experience from the tasks is discussed and reflected upon. Meetings and tasks are mutually dependent.

meetings the experience is discussed and reﬂected upon. The meetings provide afterthought, which again leads to ideas for new tasks
that can be tried out.
The relationship between meetings and tasks is shown schematically in Figure 4.4 as a circle that leads from meetings to tasks, and
back again from tasks to meetings. Meetings and tasks are dependent on each other. The meetings generate the ideas and plans for
tasks that should be carried out. The tasks provide experience of
what works and what does not, and serve as input to the meetings
to make sure that the discussions are grounded in reality. It would
be extremely ineﬃcient to discuss and plan the whole game in detail
before attempting to carry it out in practice; likewise, it would be unwise to make a whole game without stopping along the way to reﬂect
on the progress.
This sort of mutual dependence is very common in hermeneutics,
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and is called the hermeneutical circle.1 The hermeneutical circle expresses that experience and reﬂection cannot be separated. Neither
can be subordinate to the other, and they need to happen concurrently.
Because the hermeneutical circle is such a common phenomenon,
it is often also recognized outside of hermeneutic theory, under another name. Donald Schön has analysed the practice of a range of
modern professions: engineers, architects, managers, and so on. He
writes that the professional oscillates between involvement and detachment, from a tentative adoption of strategy to eventual commitment:2 “The unique and uncertain situation comes to be understood
through the attempt to change it, and changed through the attempt to
understand it.” 3 We recognize here the structure of the hermeneutical
circle as it is observed in Tribeﬂame.
In theory, this rhythmical, circular process goes on indeﬁnitely.
In practice, the game is deemed ﬁnished at some point. The meetings
and tasks do not stay the same but lead to an improving understanding of the game being developed. Schematically, we can picture the
relationship between tasks and meetings in the hermeneutical circle
as time goes by as the spiral shown in Figure 4.5. The hermeneutical
circle is still seen shifting from tasks to meetings and back again, but
we also see that the process becomes more focused with time.
Initially, the process is very open. The available alternatives are
large and visionary, and the chosen decisions are not clung to with
great commitment. But as time passes and understanding deepens,
decisions made in the past become increasingly costly to revise be1 The hermeneutical circle depicted here shows the relationship between experience and reﬂection. The hermeneutical circle also appears between other concepts.
The most common use of the hermeneutical circle is to describe the relationship
between the part and the whole in a process of understanding: see Section 9.4 (The
concept of understanding).
2 Schön 1983 p. 102.
3 Ibid. p. 132.
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Meetings

Tasks

Time

Figure 4.5 – Over time, the hermeneutical circle between tasks and meetings
results in better understanding. Whereas the process is very open in the beginning and decisions are relatively easy to undo, with time it becomes more
and more tight and resistant to radical change.

cause time and resources have already been committed to them. Decisions are still up for discussion – the process is not rigid – but it is no
longer so easy to undo them. The process has become more tight, and
focused. Schön recognises the same gradual tightening of the professional process. He writes that the professional can always break open
his chosen view, but that “This becomes more diﬃcult to do as the
process continues. His choices become more committing; his moves,
more nearly irreversible.” 1

4.2.3 Horizons of understanding
Tribeﬂame’s process is not simply a matter of planning, optimizing,
or construction. It is primarily a process of understanding. At the
outset, the developers do not fully understand the myriad details that
1 Ibid.

p. 165.
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together make up a successful game. As the work progresses, they
slowly and gradually come to a fuller understanding of the central
question of their work: what makes a game fun, and speciﬁcally, what
makes the game we are working on right now fun?
The process of understanding does not start from scratch. Tribeﬂame’s team is composed of individuals with diﬀerent and highly specialized competences. Matti and Kati are competent in the area of
graphic art; Andreas, Mickie, and Fredrik in the area of programming.
Björn is competent in the areas of business economy and programming. They all have a general understanding and personal experience of computer games. All this foundational knowledge and competence forms the pre-understanding that is the basis of the process
of understanding. If Tribeﬂame’s developers did not have this preunderstanding, they would ﬁrst have to acquire it before the process
could begin of understanding the game they are developing.
The understanding process is a social process that takes place in
meetings, discussions, and chat between the developers.1 As we have
seen in Figure 2.8 (page 41), “information sharing” in the sense that
some information is simply delivered from one person to another is
quite rare – the process of understanding is much more interactive.
Nor is this primarily a decision-making process. Decisions are usually the outcome of discussions, but the discussions contain much
more than the information and deliberations needed to make decisions. Sometimes, the decisions that are the result of a discussion are
left unstated. As soon as the developers reach a common understanding, the consequences often become so clear to them that everyone
agrees on the common direction.
So how can we characterize the content of the discussions, if it is
neither information sharing nor explicit decision making? The developers seek to expand their understanding in the process. At the on1 See

Section 9.6 (Horizons of understanding).
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set of a discussion, they have a certain knowledge and range of ideas
that they are prepared to understand: their horizon of understanding.
Through discussions they exchange facts, opinions, and viewpoints,
and in that way expand their horizon. The process of understanding is a process of horizon fusion. When the developers’ horizons
of understanding fuse, their understanding becomes larger – not by
streamlining everyone’s opinion, but by expanding each individual’s
horizon.

4.2.4 Authority and tradition
Though the process of understanding is complex and diﬃcult to describe in simple categories such as, for example, the software engineering phases, this does not mean that it is unstructured or haphazard.
The process is strongly guided by authority in various forms. The ﬁnal authority of decisions rests with the owners, Björn and Andreas.
They share the responsibility for business decisions, while Björn has
the overall product responsibility, and Andreas has the overall technical responsibility. The business decisions rarely impact upon the
development process directly, and in this area they exercise their authority freely. Regarding the development, they rarely exercise their
authority directly, as we saw in Chapter 2 (Programming practice),
with Björn’s reluctance to impose a decision outside of the consensus
process. It does happen, however. For example, Andreas has insisted
that the programmers use shared pointers, a form of memory management.1
In their daily operation and management of business decisions,
1 The class shared_ptr of the Interprocess library from the Boost collection of
libraries for C++ (2011).
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there is hardly any conﬂict between the two. The basis of the unproblematic sharing of responsibility and authority between them is their
good relationship – the personal reverence they have toward each
other. The authority they have over their employees is based partly on
the formal economic relationship between employer and employee,
and partly on the personal reverence the employees have for Björn
and Andreas in Tribeﬂame’s small, tight-knit team.
Since Tribeﬂame’s process is primarily a consensus process, the
dominating form of authority in discussions is not that of Björn and
Andreas as employers. The work is a teamwork of understanding.
Each individual has a specialized role and authority within his ﬁeld of
competence, but the work is not only a collaboration between experts
where each has the ﬁnal say in his or her area: rather, each individual
can inﬂuence every area of the game and contributes to the overall
direction of the development. The primary form of authority between
the developers comes from the ability to argue convincingly.
Convincing arguments also rest on authority and, as mentioned
above, not merely the authority of expertise. The most frequently invoked authority in Tribeﬂame’s discussions is that of other games. All
the developers have a notion of what a good game should be like, as
well as examples of games that they consider successful. An argument
about how their own game should be is very often supported by a reference to another game that contains the feature in question, and thus
the other game lends its success to the argument.
A few games carry so much authority that a reference to them can
almost settle an argument. The most authoritative game is Angry Birds,
the most successful tablet game in the world, which is also made by
a Finnish company. Cut the Rope is also mentioned often, perhaps
because its gameplay is somewhat similar to Tribeﬂame’s own game.
Older games are also mentioned occasionally, for example The Incredible Machine from the 1990s.
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The collected knowledge of the developers about how a game is
supposed to be forms a tradition with which they became acquainted
before they became involved with Tribeﬂame, and which continues to
develop. Tribeﬂame’s games are built upon, and are a continuation
of, this tradition of computer games.
The tradition of computer games is an important source of authority, and this is one reason why the Tribeﬂame developers spend so
much time playing games and talking about them. Another is that
the computer game tradition provides the yardstick with which the
success of Tribeﬂame’s games is measured. As long as the developers
do not have hard data on their game’s success in the form of sales ﬁgures or number of downloads, they have to compare their half-ﬁnished
game to the existing tradition. For this reason, the fusion of horizons
of understanding that goes on in the hermeneutical circle is not only
a fusion of the horizons of the individual developers on the team; it is
at the same time a fusion of the developers’ horizons and the horizon
of tradition.
Thus there are at least two levels of fusion going on in the hermeneutical process of Tribeﬂame: a fusion of the diﬀerent expertises that
are needed to make a game, and a fusion with the tradition that sets
the standard for what a good game is. With this notion, we can explain
some aspects of Tribeﬂame’s process that were diﬃcult to analyse satisfactorily with mainstream theories of programming. Tribeﬂame’s
developers spend a signiﬁcant amount of time playing games made
by other companies (see Figure 2.10, page 43), which has the eﬀect
both of providing them with arguments and of making them more
knowledgeable of the computer game tradition.
They also spend a signiﬁcant amount of time playing their own
game (see Figure 2.9, page 42). This has not only the function of
ﬁnding errors in the programming and graphics, but also gives the developers a sense of whether their game is fun to play: that is, whether
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they are reaching their goal. Playing their own game is not only a
technical activity that corrects the code: it is as much or more a way
for the developers to get a sense of the practical application of their
game. They are trying to put themselves in the place of the eventual
player, and experience the game as a player would.
To experience the game as another person would requires that
the developer can suspend his horizon of understanding temporarily, or else his own knowledge will prevent him from understanding
the other person’s experience. For example, the developer must try to
forget his knowledge of how a certain puzzle is meant to be solved,
and approach the puzzle as if he saw the game for the ﬁrst time, as an
eventual player. This is a diﬃcult task, and to make it easier the developers also have other people from outside the company play their
game (see Figure 2.9).
The developers experience their game on the basis of prejudice. In
hermeneutic theory, prejudice does not have the negative association
that it does in everyday language. Rather, prejudice is a requirement
for understanding – understanding simply cannot happen without
prejudice, whether the prejudice is consciously known or not. Prejudice is simply the fundamental assumptions humans make in order to
make sense of things.
However, prejudice can be either true or false. True prejudice will
make understanding easier, while false prejudice will hinder understanding. To examine, and correct, prejudice is a central part of the
process of understanding. The developers do this by playing their
game themselves, but correcting one’s own prejudice is diﬃcult precisely because it is the basis of understanding. This is an area where
the developers cannot trust their own competence completely.
Therefore it is of great importance to them to have external people
play their game. It provides them with an interpretation of the game
that they have not made themselves, and that they can use to correct
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their prejudice and move along in the process of understanding.

4.2.5 Having fun
All the activities at Tribeﬂame, and the process of understanding that
is analysed above, are directed by the application of their product:
to play the game and have fun. From the use of shared pointers in
the code to the choice of colour scheme for the graphics, and even to
business decisions such as an eventual merger with another company
– every decision has to be evaluated in the light of the overall goal of
creating a game that is fun to play. The developers are conscious of
this when they say that the code is just a means to reach a goal.1 This
has an important consequence for programming research, in that it
does not make sense to study programming in isolation from the context in which it appears. Computer game code cannot be understood
without some knowledge of computer games.
The application, in the form of “having fun”, is what drives the
activities, but the application in itself is not quite enough to explain
the process of understanding fully. After all, if “fun” were completely
deﬁned by an existing computer game, all Tribeﬂame would have to
do was to copy that game. All understanding is in essence driven
by a question, and for Tribeﬂame the question is what “fun” actually
means. The beginning of Tribeﬂame’s answer is that “fun” means entertainment.2 This might seem self-evident, but it is not. Consider,
for example, that for Björn and Andreas themselves, “fun” means to
work, among other things.3
1 See

note 2, page 44.
note 3, page 44.
3 Andreas: “Is it already time for lunch?” Björn: “Yes, time passes quickly when
you’re having fun.” Field diary, Monday 5th September 2011, 11:47.
2 See
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Thus, in essence, Tribeﬂame’s business is a process of trying to answer the question of what it means to have fun, for the kind of person
that would be inclined to play its game; and all of the company’s activities are somehow related to this question. Of course, those working at
Tribeﬂame have to do many activities that do not directly contribute
to answering this question, such as administration of the payroll. But
the supporting activities are only necessary for success, not suﬃcient.
They are not the critical factor that decides whether Tribeﬂame will
succeed or not in competition with other competent companies.
In the analysis of Tribeﬂame with hermeneutical theory, we have
seen the use of all the essential hermeneutical concepts apart from
one: the concept of eﬀective history. Eﬀective history means to be
conscious of the role of the knowledge one produces in a historical
perspective. During the observation period, Andreas touches upon
this question a single time when he muses on the fairness of charging money for computer games.1 His comment brings to mind the
question of the moral justiﬁcation for the game, and of the place of
their product – entertainment – in the grander scheme of things. But
his is only an oﬀhand comment; an explicit consciousness of eﬀective
history is absent in Tribeﬂame’s process.

4.2.6 Summary
The process of Tribeﬂame can be explained as a hermeneutical process, which is shown in schematic form in Figure 4.6. The alternating
activities of doing tasks and discussing them makes up a hermeneutical circle in which understanding is built through repetition. The
increase in understanding takes the form of a fusion of horizons of
1 See

note 4, page 44.
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Results
The developers’ ideas of what the game players will
like. Corrected by external playtests.
Business decision authority rests with the owners.
Other authority comes from convincing arguments,
drawing from expertise and references to exemplary games.
An informal knowledge of computer games from
life experience. Rests on a collection of authoritative games.
The developers respect each other’s competence
and personal authority.
Skills and expertise in programming and graphic
design.
A gradual process that slowly deepens over time,
and that involves the whole company.
Manifest in the mutual dependency between tasks
that bring experience, and meetings that reﬂect
upon the experience.
Largely absent.
The question of what “fun” actually means. All activities relate to this.
Expanded during discussions in the company. Developers’ horizons fuse with each other, and with
computer game tradition.
To make a game that is fun to play, in order to provide entertainment, so that the company can stay
in business.

Figure 4.6 – A schematic summary of the principal results of analysing Tribeflame’s process with hermeneutical theory.
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understanding, both between the individual developers, and between
the developers as a team and the outside world: their customers and
competitors.
The hermeneutical process rests on a foundation of pre-understanding and prejudice. The pre-understanding is made up of the developers’ pre-existing skills and competences. The prejudice is made up
of their ideas of what a computer game is supposed to be like, and
what it means for it to be fun.
The process is guided by authority and tradition. Authority draws
on various sources, and derives both from the expertise of the developers and from the tradition of computer games. The tradition is not
ancient and static; rather it is living and constantly evolving. Thus,
the newest games on the market are also part of tradition.
The process is directed by the goal of the computer game – its application. This is the reason for the process, and as such it inﬂuences
all parts of the process. The reason – entertainment – is an encompassing perspective that must be kept in mind in order to understand
the process and the product correctly.
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